Digital Signage
For Banks and Financial Institutions
DIGITAL SIGNAGE HELPS BANKS REACH OUT
TO THEIR CUSTOMERS
Increase customer acquisition with eye catching digital signage.

Banks and various ﬁnancial institutions usually feature long lists of valuable
customer services – and equally long customer lines that can lead to a substantial
amount of missed business. Dynamic bank message boards offered by UCView
will inform customers of services and promotions within each location, decrease
perceived wait time displays, provide attractive entertainment and display
important corporate branded information. UCView’s Digital Solutions is designed
to help you improve customer cycle times and turn long lines into selling
opportunities.
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Digital Signage
For Banks and Financial Institutions
WHAT CAN DIGITAL SIGNAGE DO FOR YOUR BANK?
DISPLAY THE MOST UP TO
DATE INFORMATION

FLEXIBLE CAMPAIGN
MANAGEMENT

Display current ﬁnancial solutions,
including home mortgage rates,
specialized investment services,
promotions for new accounts, and
contact information to drive
waiting customers to your other
offerings.

Create custom campaigns and
schedule them for each area in
the branch or all areas and
branches at once.

EASILY CHANGE DISPLAY
INFORMATION

PROVIADE A MORE
INTERACTIVE CUSTOMER
EXPERINCE

Show holiday hours, policy
changes or other special
announcements, all updated at
any time, from anywhere, with a
few mouse clicks.

Touchscreen displays give
customers a high-tech sign-in
pad to see ﬁnancial and account
specialists.

EASILY SCALABLE

UCView Digital Signage for
single-location ﬁnancial
institutions and large ﬁnancial
institutions with multiple ofﬁces.
Expanding your signage solution
is as simple as adding players and
displays. Add new displays to
existing campaigns for different
ofﬁces in different time zones
with UCView's easy-to-use
interface
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ATTRACT CUSTMORES WITH
COMPELING MEDIA

Use attractive graphics, music,
and video to entertain and inform
your customers. You can use
various types of media to draw
the attention of customers to
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